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INTRODUCTION

The Future of Quantum
Information Processing
IN A WORLD OVERWHELMED BY INCREASING AMOUNTS OF DATA, FINDING NEW WAYS

to store and process information has become a necessity. Conventional siliconbased electronics has experienced rapid and steady growth, thanks to the progressive miniaturization of its basic component, the transistor, but that trend cannot
continue indeﬁnitely.
In conventional devices, information is stored and manipulated in binary
form: The elementary components of these devices—the so-called bits—have
two states, each of which encodes the binary 0 or 1. To move beyond the binary
system, one can exploit the laws of quantum mechanics. A quantum-mechanical
object with two energy levels at its disposal can occupy either of those two levels,
but also an arbitrary combination (“superposition”) of the two, much like an
electron in a two-slit experiment can go through both slits at once. This results
in inﬁnitely many quantum states that a single quantum bit, or “qubit,” can take;
together with another strange property of quantum mechanics—entanglement—
it allows for a much more powerful information platform than is possible with
conventional components.
Quantum information processing (QIP) uses qubits as its basic information
units. QIP has many facets, from quantum simulation, to cryptography, to quantum
computation, which is expected to solve problems more complex than those within
the capabilities of conventional computers. To be useful for QIP, a qubit needs to be
both isolated from its environment and tightly controllable, which places stringent
requirements on its physical realization. But this is only the ﬁrst step; to build a
quantum computer, for example, we must also have a scalable architecture and
error correction that can be performed in parallel with computation; in addition,
efficient quantum algorithms must exist for solving the
problem at hand—a considerable theoretical challenge.
A number of qubit types have been proposed and expersciencemag.org
imentally realized that satisfy at least some of these critePodcast interview ria, and tremendous progress has been made over the past
with author
decade in improving the ﬁgures of merit, such as the coherD. D. Awschalom
ence time. In this special section, four Reviews look into
(http://scim.ag/pod_
the future of QIP in some of its most promising physical
6124a).
realizations. On p. 1164, Monroe and Kim discuss the challenges of scaling trapped ion architectures to hundreds and thousands of qubits
and beyond. Devoret and Schoelkopf (p. 1169) speculate on the future of superconducting circuits, whereas Awschalom et al. (p. 1174) focus on the many promising qubit ﬂavors based on spins in semiconductors. Finally, Stern and Lindner
(p. 1179) lay out the prospects for quantum computation using the entirely different approach of topologically protected states.
The future of QIP appears bright in spite of the many remaining challenges. As
a bonus, overcoming these challenges will probably also advance basic research.
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REVIEW

Scaling the Ion Trap
Quantum Processor
C. Monroe1* and J. Kim2,3
Trapped atomic ions are standards for quantum information processing, serving as quantum memories,
hosts of quantum gates in quantum computers and simulators, and nodes of quantum communication
networks. Quantum bits based on trapped ions enjoy a rare combination of attributes: They have exquisite
coherence properties, they can be prepared and measured with nearly 100% efficiency, and they are
readily entangled with each other through the Coulomb interaction or remote photonic interconnects.
The outstanding challenge is the scaling of trapped ions to hundreds or thousands of qubits and
beyond, at which scale quantum processors can outperform their classical counterparts in certain
applications. We review the latest progress and prospects in that effort, with the promise of advanced
architectures and new technologies, such as microfabricated ion traps and integrated photonics.
uantum physics can be distilled to two
disjointed and counterintuitive rules. First,
an isolated quantum system is represented
by a “wave function,” or a mathematical
entity that evolves according to a wave equation
and is shaped with external controls. Second, when
a quantum system interacts with a measurement
apparatus or its surrounding environment, the
wave function probabilistically and irreversibly
“collapses” into a particular state. The incompatibility of these two quantum rules is seen most
clearly in a quantum superposition state, in which,
for instance, an isolated particle’s wave function
is delocalized between two or more positions. The
second rule ensures that such states are never directly seen in the macroscopic world. However,
when a system is left isolated without interacting
with its environment, the (microscopic) superposition persists and can be exploited to store massive amounts of information in parallel.
A quantum information processor encodes
information in an array of quantum bits or qubits,
which can hold superpositions of classical bit
values 0 and 1. When N qubits are prepared in
their most general state, we have a quantum superposition of all 2N N-bit binary numbers. Such a
superposition is typically “entangled” in the sense
that certain qubit values are correlated with others,
even though they yield random outcomes when
measured individually. A quantum computer manipulates this exponential amount of information
by interfering pieces of this complex superposition through controlled interactions, or quantum
logic gate operations. A final measurement of the
system can then yield information pertaining to
all 2N states. For merely N = 400 qubits, we find
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that the encoded information of 2400 ∼ 10120 values is more than the number of fundamental particles in the universe; such a computation could
never be performed without the parallel processing enabled by quantum mechanics. In a sense,
entanglement between qubits acts as an invisible
wiring that can potentially be exploited to solve
certain problems that are intractable otherwise (1).
The requirements for large-scale quantum computer hardware are daunting, given the exponential sensitivity of such large superpositions to errors
and leaks to the environment. However, there exist
error-correction codes that allow arbitrarily complex quantum superposition states to be generated
and stabilized (1), giving us hope that useful faulttolerant quantum computers will eventually be
realized despite the steep technical requirements
far beyond current experimental capability.
In the search for quantum information processing hardware, one needs qubits that are extremely well isolated from the environment yet
can be precisely controlled with external fields
to affect interferences through the operations of
quantum logic gates. Moreover, we must ultimately couple the qubits to the outside world
in the strongest possible sense by performing a
measurement that collapses any superposition
onto definite values. These conflicting stringent
requirements restrict potential quantum hardware
to exotic microscopic systems. In this Review,
we consider the most fundamental of these
platforms—electromagnetically trapped atoms
(2)—and speculate how this system may be
scaled to hundreds or thousands of interacting
qubits in the coming years.
Entangling Trapped Atomic Ion Qubits
Individual atoms are natural carriers of quantum
information because they are standards: An isolated atom of carbon, for example, is exactly the
same in Washington as it is in London or anywhere else. Isolation can be provided by confining
atoms in an evacuated environment with electro-
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magnetic traps, suspending atoms in free space
so that they do not uncontrollably interact with
background atoms, molecules, or surfaces. There
are several compelling proposals for quantum
computer architectures based on trapped neutral
atoms and optical lattices, although the weak
interaction between neutral atoms leads to difficulties in controlling their entanglement, and research in this area is still exploratory (3). Here, we
focus on the trapping of electrically charged atoms,
or ions, for which high-fidelity quantum operations and measurements are now commonplace.
The typical ion trap geometry for quantum
information purposes is the linear radio frequency
(rf ) Paul trap, in which nearby electrodes hold
static and dynamic electrical potentials that lead
to an effective harmonic confinement of the ions,
like a bowl full of mutually repelling marbles (2).
When ions are laser-cooled to very low temperatures in such a trap, the ions form a linear crystal
of qubits, with the Coulomb repulsion balancing the external confinement force (Fig. 1A).
Ions are typically loaded into traps by creating a
neutral atomic flux of the desired particle and
ionizing them once in the trapping volume. Ions
can remain confined for months, with lifetimes
often limited by the level of vacuum. Elastic collisions with residual background gas occur roughly
once per hour per ion at typical ultrahigh-vacuum
pressures (∼10−11 torr) and do not necessarily eject
the ion, although inelastic collisions can change
the species of the trapped ion. Cryogenic chambers
can virtually eliminate these collision events by
further reducing the background pressure.
Appropriate atomic ion species should have
a strong closed optical transition that allows for
laser-cooling of the motion, qubit state initialization, and efficient qubit readout. This rules out
almost anything other than simple atomic ions
with a lone outer electron, such as the alkalineearths (Be+, Mg+, Ca+, Sr+, and Ba+) and particular transition metals (Zn+, Hg+, Cd+, and Yb+).
Qubits are represented by two stable electronic
levels within each ion, sometimes characterized
by an effective spin with the two states j↑〉 and
j↓〉 corresponding to bit values 0 and 1.
The reduced energy level diagram of 171Yb+
is shown in Fig. 2, B and C, in which the qubit
levels j↑〉 and j↓〉 are represented by the stable
hyperfine levels in the ground electronic state, separated by frequency nHF = 12.642 812 GHz. The
excited electronic states je〉 and je′ 〉 are themselves split by a smaller hyperfine coupling and
separated from the ground states by an optical
interval. Laser radiation tuned just below resonance in these optical transitions allows Doppler
laser cooling to confine ions near the bottom of
the trap. Other more sophisticated forms of laser
cooling can bring the ions to nearly at rest in the
trap (4). When a bichromatic laser beam resonant with both j↑〉 ↔ je〉 and j↑〉 ↔ je′ 〉 transitions is applied to the atom, it rapidly falls into
the state j↓〉 and no longer interacts with the light
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field (Fig. 1B), allowing the initialization of a
qubit with essentially 100% fidelity. When a single
laser resonant with the transition j↑〉 ↔ je〉 is applied, the closed-cycling optical transition causes
an ion in the j↑〉 state to fluoresce strongly, whereas
an ion in the j↓〉 state stays dark because the laser is
far from its resonance (Fig. 1C). The collection of
even a small fraction of this fluoresence allows
for the detection of the atomic qubit state with nearperfect efficiency. Other atomic species have similar initialization/detection schemes.
Coulomb-Based Gates and the Quantum CCD
The motion of many trapped ions is coupled
through the Coulomb interaction, much like an
array of pendulums connected by springs. A natural way to implement entangling quantum logic
gates between ions in a crystal is thus to use the
motion as an intermediary (Fig. 2A) by applying
qubit state–dependent optical or microwave dipole forces to the ion (or ions) (4–7).
We assume that the qubit levels respond to
an external field E by experiencing an equal and
opposite energy shift ±mE—for example, through
the Stark effect for electric fields or the Zeeman
effect for magnetic fields, in which case m is an
effective dipole moment of the qubit. When the field
is inhomogeneous, this gives rise to a qubit state–
dependent force along the x direction Fx = ±mE′(x),
where the sign depends on the qubit state, and
E′(x) is the gradient of the applied field along x.
For a plane wave radiation field with amplitude
E0 and wave vector k along x, Fx = ±hkΩ, where
h is Planck’s constant, and the Rabi frequency

Ω = mE0/h parametrizes the field-qubit coupling.
Because this force acts differently on the two
qubit states, it can coherently map the qubit state
to the collective motionpofﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N ﬃions, with characteristic speed Rgate ¼ W nR =n (4, 7). In this expression, nR = hk 2/(8p2 M) is the recoil frequency
of the ion crystal associated with momentum
transfer from the field, M is the total mass of the
ions, and n is the frequency of harmonic oscillation
of the collective motional mode along the x direction. Thus, a qubit superposition within the ion is
transformed to a superposition of the ion’s position.
When applied to multiple ions, this fundamental
operation allows gates to be performed between
separated ions, mediated through the motion (5, 6).
Current experiments with a few ions have realized
entangled state fidelities of greater than 99% (8) and
operate in the range Rgate ∼ 10 to 100 kHz; with
available ultrafast optical fields, it should be possible to operate gates in the gigahertz range (9).
As the number of ions N in the crystal grows,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the gate speed slows down as Rgate ∼ 1= N
from the mass term. For large crystals, there will
also be crosstalk between the many modes of collective motion. Background errors such as the
decoherence (heating) of the motional modes (10)
or fluctuating fields that add random phases to
the qubits will become important at longer times;
thus, there will be practical limits on the size of a
single crystal for the performance of faithful quantum gates. Individual optical addressing of ions
(11) and pulse-shaping techniques (12) can mitigate these errors to achieve the full control of single
crystals ranging from N = 10 to 100 qubits. This

Fig. 1. (A) Vacuum chamber that houses electrodes for the trapping of atomic ions with a linear crystal of 20
confined atomic 171Yb+ ions laser cooled to be nearly at rest. The atoms are illuminated with laser radiation
tuned to a resonance in 171Yb+, and the fluorescence is imaged onto a camera. The separation of the ions is
determined by a balance between the external confinement force and Coulomb repulsion. (B and C) Reduced
energy level diagram of each 171Yb+ atomic ion, showing the atomic hyperfine levels j↑〉 and j↓〉 that represent
a qubit. The electronic excited states je〉 and je′〉 are separated from the ground states by an energy
corresponding to an optical wavelength of 369.53 nm, with all allowed transitions indicated by the downward
red arrows. Applied laser radiation (upward blue arrows) drives these transitions for (B) initialization to state
j↓〉 and (C) fluorescence detection of the qubit state (j↑〉, fluorescence, j↓〉, no fluorescence).
www.sciencemag.org
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should allow the implementation of quantum simulations (13) in a regime in which classical modeling
of certain many-body systems, such as frustrated
spin networks, becomes intractable. It would also
enable the construction of error-correcting encoded
qubits that might form block primitives of an
eventual fault-tolerant quantum computer.
In order to scale beyond 10 to 100 trapped ion
qubits, we turn to a multiplexed architecture called
the quantum charge-coupled device (QCCD) (14).
This involves the sequential entanglement of small
numbers of ions through their collective motion in
a single chain and the classical shuttling of individual ions between different trapping zones to
propagate the entanglement, as depicted in Fig. 2B.
The QCCD architecture requires exquisite control
of the ion positions during shuttling and may require additional atomic ion species to act as “refrigerator” ions to quench the excess motion from
shuttling operations (15). Rudimentary versions of
the QCCD idea have been used in many quantum
information applications, such as teleportation
and small quantum algorithms (7), and recent experiments have shown the reliable, repeatable, and
coherent shuttling of ion qubits over millimeter
distances in microseconds (16, 17) and through
complex two-dimensional junctions (Fig. 2, C and
D) (18, 19). The QCCD approach will push current state-of-the-art quantum information processing experiments to territories where elementary
quantum error correction and simple quantum
algorithms can be implemented. However, scaling
to thousands or more qubits in the QCCD may be
challenging because of the complexity of interconnects, diffraction of optical beams, and the
extensive hardware required for qubit control.
Photonic Gates and Joining Remote Crystals
To scale beyond the QCCD in a modular architecture, one can link separate registers of trapped
ion chains with photonic interfaces. In this scheme,
an entangled qubit pair is first generated between
the two registers, which is then used to implement a
two-qubit gate between two ions that belong to
each register (20). This approach is not limited to
trapped ions and can be generalized to other physical systems with strong optical transitions (3).
A pair of trapped ion qubit registers [termed
elementary logic units (ELUs)] can be entangled
with each other by using propagating photons
emitted by a subset of ions from each register,
designated to be “communication qubits.” Each
communication qubit is driven to an excited state
with near unit probability pe ∼ 1 by using a fast
laser pulse, so that at most one photon emerges
following appropriate radiative selection rules
(Fig. 2E). The photon carries its qubit through
two distinguishable internal photonic states (such
as polarization or optical frequency) (21, 22).
For example, the joint state of a communication
qubit and emitted photonic qubit can be written
j↓〉i jv↓ 〉i þ j↑〉i jv↑ 〉i , where jv↓ 〉i and jv↑ 〉i denote
the frequency qubit states of a single photon
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Fig. 2. (A) Optical dipole forces (red) displace two ions depending on their
qubit states, and the resulting modulation of the Coulomb interaction allows
the implementation of the controlled-NOT gate between these two ions. (B)
Concept of a quantum CCD trap, in which ions can be shuttled between
various zones. Ions can be entangled within a small crystal using laser forces
as in (A) and then moved to different zones to propagate the entanglement to
other ion crystals. Additional zones can be used for the loading of ions or qubit
state detection. In principle, any pair of ions can be brought together through
a web of ion trap channels, and a separate ion species can be used for
sympathetic cooling to quench any residual motion from the shuttling
procedure. [Image credit: National Institute of Standards and Technology] (C)
Ion trap structure for the shuttling of ions through a junction. [Main image
adapted with permission from (18); copyright 2011 by the American Physical
Society] (D) Surface ion trap structure for shuttling ions through a three-
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channel junction. Inset shows an image of a trapped ion chain in lower righthand sector. [Adapted with permission from (19); publisher: Institute of
Physics] (E) Energy levels of trapped ion excited with a fast laser pulse (blue
upward arrow) that produces single photon whose color, represented by the
state |v↑〉 or |v↓〉, is entangled with the resultant qubit state |↑〉 or |↓〉, respectively. (F) Two “communication qubit” ions, immersed in separate crystals of
other ions, each produce single photons when driven by laser pulses (blue).
With some probability, the photons arrive at the 50/50 beamsplitter and then
interfere. If the photons are indistinguishable (in polarization and color), then
they always leave the beamsplitter along the same path. The simultaneous
detection of photons at the two output detectors means that the photons were
different colors, but because there is no knowledge of which color photon came
from which ion emitter, this coincidence detection heralds the entanglement
of the trapped ion qubits.
SCIENCE
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emitted by the i-th communication qubit. Here,
we assume that the two photonic frequencies are
distinguishable, or jv↑ − v↓ j >> g, where g is
the radiative linewidth of the excited state. When
two communication qubits i and j are excited in
this way, and their photons are mode-matched on
a 50/50 beamsplitter (Fig. 2F), the entanglement of
the memories is heralded by the joint (coincidence)
detection of photons at output detectors, creating
the entangled state j↓〉i j↑〉j − j↑〉j j↓〉i (21–24).
This entanglement link succeeds with probability
p = ( pe FhD)2/2, where F is the fraction of light
collected from each emitter, and hD is the single
photon detector efficiency. Even though this is a
probabilistic link, the detected photons indicate
success, and the resulting entanglement between
the ions can subsequently be used for deterministic
quantum information processing. The mean connection rate is given by Rp, where R is the repetition rate of the initialization/excitation process,
limited by the emission rate g. For typical atomic
transitions into free space with g ∼ 108/s, light collection fraction F ∼ 1 to 10%, and detector effi-

ciency hD ∼ 20%, we find typical connection rates
of 1 to 1000 Hz, with substantial gains possible
with better photon collection strategies (25).
In practice, the communication qubit must be
well isolated from the neighboring memory qubit
ions so that scattered light from the excitation laser
or the emitted photons themselves do not disturb
the other memory qubits in each register. Although
physical separation of the ions can provide the
requisite isolation, a better solution is to use two
different atomic species (26) to eliminate this
crosstalk—for instance, 171Yb+for the memory qubit
and 138Ba+ for the communication qubit. Here,
the communication qubits from separate registers
become entangled via the photonic channel, and
then the qubits within the communication ions are
coherently mapped to neighboring memory qubits
through Coulomb gates as described above.
New Technology for
Scalability and Modularity
Scalable ion traps will require precision electrode structures, with as many discrete elec-
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trodes as trapped ion qubits, suggesting the use
of micrometer-scale surface chip traps (27, 28)
that can be fabricated by using standard semiconductor processing techniques (29). Highly
complex surface traps that can handle several
tens of ions over tens of trapping zones have
been fabricated and tested (Fig. 3, A and B)
(19, 30, 31), with loading of up to ∼10 ions with
high-fidelity qubit preparation, detection, and
single-qubit gate operations. Multi-qubit entangling operations in microscopic traps are
more challenging because the ions experience
higher levels of electric field noise from closer
electrodes, causing motional decoherence during
the gate operation. Although the source of this
noise is still not well understood (10), it seems
to scale roughly as 1/d 4, where d is the characteristic distance from the ions to the nearest
electrode (32). This motional heating can be
quenched at cryogenic temperatures (32, 33)
or with adequate treatment of the trap surface
(34), so this problem does not appear to be a
fundamental limitation.
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Fig. 3. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of a microfabricated linear trap with a
long slot, with superimposed image of 20-ion chain in an anharmonic well (inset).
The blue rails are RF electrodes and the rest are segments of static electrodes.
[Courtesy GTRI] (B) Circulator trap with six junctions and two linear sections on
either side for qubit manipulation. The other four short sections can be used as
loading zones (of multiple ion species, if necessary), and the six junctions enable
www.sciencemag.org

reordering of ions in the chain. [Courtesy Sandia National Laboratories] (C)
Technology for individual optical addressing of ions in a linear chain. A control laser
beam bounces off two MEMS mirrors tilting in orthogonal directions (inset) and can
be steered over a two-dimensional space at the target atoms or ions. (D) The
resulting profile of a ∼3-mm diameter beam at 369.5 nm with a steering range of
∼20 mm measured at the site of the ions.
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Although the technology of trapping large
numbers of ions has progressed, scaling the ability to individually address the qubits in the chain
remains a challenge. Individual addressing of
single atoms in an array via steering the control
beam by using either electro-optic (EO) or acoustooptic deflectors has been demonstrated for small
arrays (35, 36). For larger atomic arrays, fast
scanning mirrors provide an attractive solution
(37, 38). The advances in micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) technology enable micromirrorbased optical systems capable of independently

steering multiple beams over the same atomic
array (Fig. 3C).
A single ion chain (or several chains on a
chip connected through the QCCD architecture)
with an optical interface (Fig. 2F) can serve as a
processor node (ELU) of a distributed quantum
multicomputer, in which two-qubit gates between
ions that belong to different ELUs are realized by
using the photonic gate (39). When a large number
(∼103) of such ELUs are connected through a
reconfigurable photonic network supported by an
optical crossconnect switch (40), a scalable quantum

A
N x N optical
crossconnect switch

ELU
ELU
ELU
ELU

B

Fiber A

Fiber B
Communication
Qubits (Ba)

Optical interface
(cavity) A

Optical interface
(cavity) B

Memory Qubits (Yb)

C

Communication
Qubits

Visible/UV
photon

Pump
laser

Telecom
photon
Fiber
coupling
Nonlinear quantum
wavelength converter

Fig. 4. Advanced quantum information systems with trapped ion technology. (A) Modular distributed quantum computer. Several ELUs are connected through a photonic network by using an optical crossconnect switch,
inline fiber beamsplitters, and a photon-counting imager (39). [Adapted with permission from (46)] (B) Trapped
ion quantum repeater node made up of communication qubit ions (such as Ba+) and memory qubit ions (such as
Yb+), with two optical interfaces per node. Multiple communication qubits are used per optical interface to inject
photons into the optical channel, while the results for successful entanglement generation at the detectors are
reported back to this node. Only qubits corresponding to successful events will be transported to the memory
qubit region for use in quantum repeater protocol. (C) A chain of quantum repeater nodes can distribute quantum
entanglement over macroscopic distances. The photons generated by the ions must be converted to telecommunication wavelengths for long-distance transport, which can be achieved by nonlinear optical processes.
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computer with up to ∼106 qubits can be constructed
(Fig. 4A). This architecture allows entanglement
between any pair of ELUs in the processor with
operations running in parallel, and distanceindependent logic gate operations between any
two qubits in the system. Such features are crucial
for efficiently executing quantum algorithms that
require nonlocal gates among the qubits and ensuring fault-tolerant quantum computation (39).
By conveying the photonic link over long distances, entanglement can be distributed between
high-quality ion memory qubits separated by the
distance traveled by the photons. Combined with
the ability to perform local logic gates and highfidelity measurements, each chip can thus serve as a
quantum repeater node (Fig. 4B) that enables
distribution of quantum entanglement over macroscopic distances by means of successive entanglement swapping (41). The photons adequate for
carrying quantum information from ion qubits tend
to have wavelengths in the ultraviolet or in the
visible part of the spectrum, which is far from ideal
for long-distance transmission. Quantum frequency
converters can be used to translate the wavelength
of the photon for better transmission (42). Shown in
Fig. 4C is a schematic of a chain of quantum repeaters that enable entangled qubit pair distribution
over macroscopic distances, which can be used for
various quantum communication protocols, including quantum key distribution (QKD).
A major challenge in both modular quantum computer and quantum repeater applications is the slow rate of entanglement generation
for the photonic gate, which is dominated by
the low collection efficiency of the emitted photons. Continual efforts to improve collection of
emitted photons into a single-mode fiber, involving the integration of ion traps with optical
components such as mirrors (43), high numerical aperture lenses (44), and optical cavities
(45), may boost the entanglement generation rate
up by several orders of magnitude to above the
decoherence rates of ion qubits.
Outlook
The past decade has seen a number of small quantum information processors based on trapped ions,
but in the coming years, we may see trapped ion
devices used for applications that are difficult or
impossible to perform using conventional technology. A quantum simulator that involves more
than ~30 qubits may soon be able to predict behavior of interacting spin systems that is not
tractable by a classical computer. Distribution of
high-quality entangled qubit pairs over macroscopic distances by using trapped ion quantum
repeaters may lead to new applications, such as
long-distance QKD and multipartite entanglement
distribution, as well as fundamental results, such
as a loophole-free test of quantum nonlocality.
With the advent of microfabricated ion trap
chips integrated with photonic components, modular ion trap quantum computer architectures
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REVIEW

Superconducting Circuits for Quantum
Information: An Outlook
M. H. Devoret1,2 and R. J. Schoelkopf1*
The performance of superconducting qubits has improved by several orders of magnitude in the past
decade. These circuits benefit from the robustness of superconductivity and the Josephson effect, and
at present they have not encountered any hard physical limits. However, building an error-corrected
information processor with many such qubits will require solving specific architecture problems that
constitute a new field of research. For the first time, physicists will have to master quantum error
correction to design and operate complex active systems that are dissipative in nature, yet remain
coherent indefinitely. We offer a view on some directions for the field and speculate on its future.
he concept of solving problems with the
use of quantum algorithms, introduced in
the early 1990s (1, 2), was welcomed as a
revolutionary change in the theory of computational complexity, but the feat of actually building a quantum computer was then thought to be
impossible. The invention of quantum error correction (QEC) (3–6) introduced hope that a quantum computer might one day be built, most likely
by future generations of physicists and engineers.
However, less than 20 years later, we have witnessed so many advances that successful quantum
computations, and other applications of quan-
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tum information processing (QIP) such as quantum simulation (7, 8) and long-distance quantum
communication (9), appear reachable within
our lifetime, even if many discoveries and technological innovations are still to be made.
Below, we discuss the specific physical implementation of general-purpose QIP with superconducting qubits (10). A comprehensive review
of the history and current status of the field is beyond
the scope of this article. Several detailed reviews on
the principles and operations of these circuits already
exist (11–14). Here, we raise only a few important
aspects needed for the discussion before proceeding to some speculations on future directions.
Toward a Quantum Computer
Developing a quantum computer involves several
overlapping and interconnecting stages (Fig. 1).
First, a quantum system has to be controlled suf-
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ficiently to hold one bit of quantum information
long enough for it to be written, manipulated, and
read. In the second stage, small quantum algorithms can be performed; these two stages require
that the first five DiVincenzo criteria be satisfied
(15). The following, more complex stages, however, introduce and require QEC (3–6). In the
third stage, some errors can be corrected by quantum nondemolition readout of error syndromes
such as parity. It also becomes possible to stabilize the qubit by feedback into any arbitrary
state (16, 17), including dynamical ones (18–21).
This stage was reached first by trapped ions (22),
by Rydberg atoms (16), and most recently by
superconducting qubits (23–25). In the next
(fourth) stage, the goal is to realize a quantum
memory, where QEC realizes a coherence time
that is longer than any of the individual components. This goal is as yet unfulfilled in any system. The final two stages in reaching the ultimate
goal of fault-tolerant quantum information processing (26) require the ability to do all singlequbit operations on one logical qubit (which is an
effective qubit protected by active error correction mechanisms), and the ability to perform gate
operations between several logical qubits; in both
stages the enhanced coherence lifetime of the
qubits should be preserved.
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may lead to even larger quantum computers that
can ultimately be put to use in materials design,
communications, and high-performance computation. As quantum systems are made ever larger,
they ultimately tend toward classical behavior
because the quantum nature of the system quickly
disappears even at the presence of tiny amounts
of dissipation. Whether we find that the strange
rules of quantum physics indeed persist to much
larger systems, or perhaps a new order emerges,
the trapped ion platform for quantum information
processing is expected to provide the leading experimental playground in which to explore the
evolution of complex quantum systems.

Superconducting Circuits:
Hamiltonians by Design
Unlike microscopic entities—electrons, atoms,
ions, and photons—on which other qubits are
based, superconducting quantum circuits are
based on the electrical (LC) oscillator (Fig. 2A)
and are macroscopic systems with a large number
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within 5 to 50 ns (a/2p ≈ 200 MHz) and twoqubit entangling gate times within 50 to 500 ns
(c/2p ≈ 20 MHz). We have neglected here the
weak induced anharmonicity of the cavity modes.
Proper design of the qubit circuit to minimize
dissipation coming from the dielectrics surrounding the metal of the qubit, and to minimize radiation of energy into other electromagnetic modes
or the circuit environment, led to qubit transition
quality factors Q exceeding 1 million or coherence
times on the order of 100 ms, which in turn make
possible hundreds or even thousands of operations in one coherence lifetime (see Table 1). One
example of this progression, for the case of the
Cooper-pair box (28) and its descendants, is shown
in Fig. 3A. Spectacular improvements have also
been accomplished for transmission line resonators (45) and the other types of qubits, such
the phase qubit (35) or the flux qubit (46). Rather
stringent limits can now be placed on the intrinsic capacitive (47) or inductive (43) losses of
the junction, and we construe this to mean that
junction quality is not yet the limiting factor in
the further development of superconducting
qubits.
Nonetheless, it is not possible to reduce dissipation in a qubit independently of its readout
and control systems (39). Here, we focus on the
most useful and powerful type of readout, which
is called a “quantum nondemolition” (QND) measurement. This type of measurement allows a
continuous monitoring of the qubit state (48, 49).
After a strong QND measurement, the qubit is
left in one of two computational states, |g〉 or |e〉,
depending on the result of the measurement,
which has a classical binary value indicating g or
e. There are three figures of merit that character-

ize this type of readout. The first is QND-ness,
the probability that the qubit remains in the same
state after the measurement, given that the qubit
is initially in a definite state |g〉 or |e〉. The second
is the intrinsic fidelity, the difference between the
probabilities—given that the qubit is initially in a
definite state |g〉 or |e〉—that the readout gives the
correct and wrong answers (with this definition,
the fidelity is zero when the readout value is uncorrelated with the qubit state). The last and most
subtle readout figure of merit is efficiency, which
characterizes the ratio of the number of controlled
and uncontrolled information channels in the readout. Maximizing this ratio is of utmost importance
for performing remote entanglement by measurement (50).
Like qubit coherence, and benefiting from it,
progress in QND performance has been spectacular (Fig. 3B). It is now possible to acquire more
than N = 2000 bits of information from a qubit
before it decays through dissipation (Fig. 3A), or,
to phrase it more crudely, read a qubit once in a
time that is a small fraction (1/N ) of its lifetime.
This is a crucial capability for undertaking QEC
in the fourth stage of Fig. 1, because in order to
fight errors, one has to monitor qubits at a pace
faster than the rate at which they occur. Efficiencies in QND superconducting qubit readout
are also progressing rapidly and will soon routinely exceed 0.5, as indicated by recent experiments (25, 51).
Is It Just About Scaling Up?
Up to now, most of the experiments have been
relatively small scale (only a handful of interacting qubits or degrees of freedom; see Table 1).
Furthermore, almost all the experiments so far are

Fault-tolerant quantum computation
Algorithms on multiple logical qubits
Operations on single logical qubits

Complexity

of (usually aluminum) atoms assembled in the
shape of metallic wires and plates. The operation
of superconducting qubits is based on two robust
phenomena: superconductivity, which is the
frictionless flow of electrical fluid through the
metal at low temperature (below the superconducting phase transition), and the Josephson effect, which endows the circuit with nonlinearity
without introducing dissipation or dephasing.
The collective motion of the electron fluid
around the circuit is described by the flux F
threading the inductor, which plays the role of the
center-of-mass position in a mass-spring mechanical oscillator (27). A Josephson tunnel junction
transforms the circuit into a true artificial atom,
for which the transition from the ground state to
the excited state (|g〉-|e〉) can be selectively excited and used as a qubit, unlike in the pure LC
harmonic oscillator (Fig. 2B). The Josephson junction can be placed in parallel with the inductor,
or can even replace the inductor completely, as
in the case of the so-called “charge” qubits. Potential
energy functions of various shapes can be obtained by varying the relative strengths of three
characteristic circuit energies associated with the
inductance, capacitance, and tunnel element (Fig.
2, B and C). Originally, the three basic types were
known as charge (28, 29), flux (30–33), and phase
(34, 35). The performance of all types of qubits
has markedly improved as the fabrication, measurement, and materials issues affecting coherence have been tested, understood, and improved.
In addition, there has been a diversification of
other design variations, such as the quantronium
(36, 37), transmon (38, 39), fluxonium (40), and
“hybrid” (41) qubits; all of these are constructed
from the same elements but seek to improve performance by reducing their sensitivity to decoherence mechanisms encountered in earlier
designs. The continuing evolution of designs is a
sign of the robustness and future potential of
the field.
When several of these qubits, which are nonlinear oscillators behaving as artificial atoms, are
coupled to true oscillators (photons in a microwave cavity), one obtains, for low-lying excitations, an effective multiqubit, multicavity system
Hamiltonian of the form

Logical memory with longer lifetime than physical qubits
QND measurements for error correction and control

2

Algorithms on multiple physical qubits

ð1Þ

describing anharmonic qubit mode amplitudes
indexed by j coupled to harmonic cavity modes
indexed by m (42). The symbols a, b, and w refer
to the mode amplitudes and frequency, respectively. When driven with appropriate microwave
signals, this system can perform arbitrary quantum operations at speeds determined by the nonlinear interaction strengths a and c, typically
(43, 44) resulting in single-qubit gate times

1170

Operations on single physical qubits

Time

Fig. 1. Seven stages in the development of quantum information processing. Each advancement requires
mastery of the preceding stages, but each also represents a continuing task that must be perfected in
parallel with the others. Superconducting qubits are the only solid-state implementation at the third
stage, and they now aim at reaching the fourth stage (green arrow). In the domain of atomic physics and
quantum optics, the third stage had been previously attained by trapped ions and by Rydberg atoms. No
implementation has yet reached the fourth stage, where a logical qubit can be stored, via error correction,
for a time substantially longer than the decoherence time of its physical qubit components.
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actly the same kinds of circuits and qubits that
have already been demonstrated? And will this
mean the end of the scientific innovations that
have so far driven progress forward?
We argue that the answers to both questions
will probably be “No.” The work by the community during the past decade and a half, leading
up to the capabilities summarized in the first part
of Table 1, may indeed constitute an existence
proof that building a large-scale quantum computer is not physically impossible. However, identifying the best, most efficient, and most robust
path forward in a technology’s development is a
task very different from merely satisfying oneself
that it should be possible. So far, we have yet to
see a dramatic “Moore’s law” growth in the complexity of quantum hardware. What, then, are the
main challenges to be overcome?
Simply fabricating a wafer with a large number of elements used today is probably not the
hard part. After all, some of the biggest advantages of superconducting qubits are that they are
merely circuit elements, which are fabricated in
clean rooms, interact with each other via connections that are wired up by their designer, and
are controlled and measured from the outside
with electronic signals. The current fabrication
requirements for superconducting qubits are not
particularly daunting, especially in comparison to
modern semiconductor integrated circuits (ICs).
A typical qubit or resonant cavity is a few milli-

0.125

“passive”—they seek to maintain coherence only
long enough to entangle quantum bits or demonstrate some rudimentary capability before, inevitably, decoherence sets in. The next stages of
QIP require one to realize an actual increase in
the coherence time via error correction, first only
during an idle “memory” state, but later also in
the midst of a functioning algorithm. This requires
building new systems that are “active,” using
continuous measurements and real-time feedback
to preserve the quantum information through the
startling process of correcting qubit errors without actually learning what the computer is calculating. Given the fragility of quantum information, it
is commonly believed that the continual task of
error correction will occupy the vast majority of the
effort and the resources in any large quantum
computer.
Using the current approaches to error correction, the next stages of development unfortunately demand a substantial increase in complexity,
requiring dozens or even thousands of physical
qubits per bit of usable quantum information, and
challenging our currently limited abilities to design, fabricate, and control a complex Hamiltonian
(second part of Table 1). Furthermore, all of the
DiVincenzo engineering margins on each piece
of additional hardware still need to be maintained
or improved while scaling up. So is advancing to
the next stage just a straightforward engineering
exercise of mass-producing large numbers of ex-
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Fig. 2. (A) Superconducting qubits consist of simple circuits that can be described as the parallel combination of a Josephson tunnel element (cross) with inductance LJ, a capacitance C, and an inductance L. The
flux F threads the loop formed by both inductances. (B) Their quantum energy levels can be sharp and longlived if the circuit is sufficiently decoupled from its environment. The shape of the potential seen by the flux F
and the resulting level structure can be varied by changing the values of the electrical elements. This example
shows the fluxonium parameters, with an imposed external flux of ¼ flux quantum. Only two of three
corrugations are shown fully. (C) A Mendeleev-like but continuous “table” of artificial atom types: Cooper pair
box (29), flux qubit (33), phase qubit (35), quantronium (37), transmon (39), fluxonium (40), and hybrid
qubit (41). The horizontal and vertical coordinates correspond to fabrication parameters that determine the
inverse of the number of corrugations in the potential and the number of levels per well, respectively.
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meters in overall size, with features that are
mostly a few micrometers (even the smallest
Josephson junction sizes are typically 0.2 mm on
a side in a qubit). There is successful experience
with fabricating and operating superconducting
ICs with hundreds to thousands of elements on
a chip, such as the transition-edge sensors with
SQUID (superconducting quantum interference
device) readout amplifiers, each containing several Josephson junctions (52), or microwave kinetic inductance detectors composed of arrays of
high-Q (>106) linear resonators without Josephson
junctions, which are being developed (53) and used
to great benefit in the astrophysics community.
Nonetheless, designing, building, and operating a superconducting quantum computer presents
substantial and distinct challenges relative to semiconductor ICs or the other existing versions of
superconducting electronics. Conventional microprocessors use overdamped logic, which provides
a sort of built-in error correction. They do not
require high-Q resonances, and clocks or narrowband filters are in fact off-chip and provided by
special elements such as quartz crystals. Therefore, small interactions between circuit elements
may cause heating or offsets but do not lead to
actual bit errors or circuit failures. In contrast, an
integrated quantum computer will be essentially
a very large collection of very high-Q, phase-stable
oscillators, which need to interact only in the ways
we program. It is no surprise that the leading
quantum information technology has been and
today remains the trapped ions, which are the
best clocks ever built. In contrast with the ions,
however, the artificially made qubits of a superconducting quantum computer will never be perfectly identical (see Table 1). Because operations
on the qubits need to be controlled accurately to
several significant digits, the properties of each
part of the computer would first need to be characterized with some precision, have control signals tailored to match, and remain stable while
the rest of the system is tuned up and then operated. The need for high absolute accuracy might
therefore be circumvented if we can obtain a very
high stability of qubit parameters (Table 1); recent
results (43) are encouraging and exceed expectations, but more information is needed. The power
of electronic control circuitry to tailor waveforms,
such as composite pulse sequence techniques well
known from nuclear magnetic resonance (54), can
remove first-order sensitivity to variations in qubit
parameters or in control signals, at the expense of
some increase in gate time and a requirement for
a concomitant increase in coherence time.
Even if the problem of stability is solved,
unwanted interactions or cross-talk between the
parts of these complex circuits will still cause
problems. In the future, we must know and control
the Hamiltonian to several digits, and for many
qubits. This is beyond the current capability (~1 to
10%; see Table 1). Moreover, the number of
measurements and the amount of data required
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to characterize a system of entangled qubits appears to grow exponentially with their number, so
the new techniques for “debugging” quantum circuits (55) will have to be further developed. In the
stages ahead, one must design, build, and operate
systems with more than a few dozen degrees of
freedom, which, as a corollary to the power of
quantum computation, are not even possible to
simulate classically. This suggests that large quantum processors should perhaps consist of smaller
modules whose operation and functionality can
be separately tested and characterized.
A second challenge in Hamiltonian control
(or circuit cross-talk) is posed by the need to
combine long-lived qubits with the fast readout,
qubit reset or state initialization, and high-speed
controls necessary to perform error correction.
This means that modes with much lower Q (~1000
for a 50-ns measurement channel) will need to be
intimately mixed with the long-lived qubits with
very high Q (~106 to 109), which requires exquisite isolation and shielding between the parts
of our high-frequency integrated circuit. If interactions between a qubit and its surroundings cause
even 0.1% of the energy of a qubit to leak into a
low-Q mode, we completely spoil its lifetime.
Although the required levels of isolation are probably feasible, these challenges have not yet been
faced or solved by conventional superconducting
or semiconducting circuit designers. In our view,
the next stages of development will require appreciable advances, both practical and conceptual, in all aspects of Hamiltonian design and
control.
What Will We Learn About Active
Architectures During the Next Stage?
How long might it take to realize robust and
practical error correction with superconducting
circuits? This will depend on how rapidly the
experimental techniques and capabilities (Fig. 3,
A and B) continue to advance, but also on the
architectural approach to QEC, which might considerably modify both the necessary circuit complexity and the performance limits (elements of
Table 1) that are required. Several different approaches exist that are theoretically well developed (1, 2) but remain relatively untested in the
real world.
The canonical models for QEC are the stabilizer codes (3–6). Here, information is redundantly encoded in a register of entangled physical
qubits (typically, at least seven) to create a single
logical qubit. Assuming that errors occur singly,
one detects them by measuring a set of certain
collective properties (known as stabilizer operators) of the qubits, and then applies appropriate
additional gates to undo the errors before the desired information is irreversibly corrupted. Thus,
an experiment to perform gates between a pair of
logically encoded qubits might take a few dozen
qubits, with hundreds to thousands of individual
operations. To reach a kind of “break-even” point
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and perform correctly, it is required that there
should be less than one error on average during a
single pass of the QEC. For a large calculation,
the codes must then be concatenated, with each
qubit again being replaced by a redundant register, in a treelike hierarchy. The so-called errorcorrection threshold, where the resources required
for this process of expansion begin to converge, is
usually estimated (26) to lie in the range of error
rates of 10−3 to 10−4, requiring values of 103 to
104 for the elements of Table 1. Although these
performance levels and complexity requirements
might no longer be inconceivable, they are nonetheless beyond the current state of the art, and
rather daunting.
A newer approach (56–58) is the “surface
code” model of quantum computing, where a large
number of identical physical qubits are connected
in a type of rectangular grid (or “fabric”). By
having specific linkages between groups of four
adjacent qubits, and fast QND measurements of
their parity, the entire fabric is protected against
errors. One appeal of this strategy is that it requires a minimum number of different types of
elements, and once the development of the elementary cell is successful, the subsequent stages
of development (the fourth, fifth, and sixth stages
in Fig. 1) might simply be achieved by brute-

force scaling. The second advantage is that the
allowable error rates are appreciably higher, even
on the order of current performance levels (a couple of percent). However, there are two drawbacks: (i) the resource requirements (between
100 and 10,000 physical qubits per logical qubit)
are perhaps even higher than in the QEC codes
(58), and (ii) the desired emergent properties of
this fabric are obtained only after hundreds, if not
thousands, of qubits have been assembled and
tested.
A third strategy is based on modules of nested
complexity. The basic element is a small register
(50) consisting of a logical memory qubit, which
stores quantum information while performing the
usual kind of local error correction, and some
additional communication qubits that can interact
with the memory and with other modules. By
entangling the communication qubits, one can
distribute the entanglement and eventually perform a general computation between modules.
Here, the operations between the communication
bits can have relatively high error rates, or even
be probabilistic and sometimes fail entirely, provided that the communication schemes have some
modest redundancy and robustness. The adoption of techniques from cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) (59) and the advantages for

Table 1. Superconducting qubits: Desired parameter margins for scalability and the corresponding
demonstrated values. Desired capability margins are numbers of successful operations or realizations of a
component before failure. For the stability of the Hamiltonian, capability is the number of Ramsey shots
that meaningfully would provide one bit of information on a parameter (e.g., the qubit frequency) during
the time when this parameter has not drifted. Estimated current capability is expressed as number of
superconducting qubits, given best decoherence times and success probabilities. Demonstrated successful
performance is given in terms of the main performance characteristic of successful operation or
Hamiltonian control (various units). A reset qubit operation forces a qubit to take a particular state. A Rabi
flop denotes a single-qubit p rotation. A swap to bus is an operation to make a two-qubit entanglement
between distant qubits. In a readout qubit operation, the readout must be QND or must operate on an
ancilla without demolishing any memory qubit of the computer. Stability refers to the time scale during
which a Hamiltonian parameter drifts by an amount corresponding to one bit of information, or the time
scale it would take to find all such parameters in a complex system to this precision. Accuracy can refer to
the degree to which a certain Hamiltonian symmetry or property can be designed and known in advance,
the ratio by which a certain coupling can be turned on and off during operation, or the ratio of desired to
undesired couplings. Yield is the number of quantum objects with one degree of freedom that can be
made without failing or being out of specification to the degree that the function of the whole is
compromised. Complexity is the overall number of interacting, but separately controllable, entangled
degrees of freedom in a device. Question marks indicate that more experiments are needed for a
conclusive result. Values given in rightmost column are compiled from recently published data and
improve on a yearly basis.
Requirement for scalability

Desired capability
margins

QI operation
Reset qubit
Rabi flop
Swap to bus
Readout qubit
System Hamiltonian
Stability
Accuracy
Yield
Complexity
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106 to 109
102 to 104
>104
104 to 107
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Estimated
current capability
50
1000
100
1000
?
10 to 100
?
10?
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Demonstrated
successful performance
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

≥
≥
≥
≥

0.995 (17)
0.99 (69, 70)
0.98 (71)
0.98 (51)

df/f in 1 day < 2 × 10−7 (43)
1 to 10% (43)
?
1 to 10 qubits (61)
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routing microwave photons with transmission
lines [now known as circuit QED (12, 44, 60)]
might make on-chip versions of these schemes
with superconducting circuits an attractive alternative. Although this strategy can be viewed as
less direct and requires a variety of differing parts,
its advantage is that stringent quality tests are easier
to perform at the level of each module, and hidden design flaws might be recognized at earlier
stages. Finally, once modules with sufficient performance are in hand, they can then be programmed
to realize any of the other schemes in an additional “software layer” of error correction.
Finally, the best strategy might include ideas
that are radically different from those considered
standard fare in quantum information science.
Much may be gained by looking for shortcuts
that are hardware-specific and optimized for the
particular strengths and weaknesses of a particular technology. For instance, all of the schemes
described above are based on a “qubit register
model,” where one builds the larger Hilbert space
and the required redundancy from a collection of
many individual two-level systems. But for superconducting circuits, the “natural units” are oscillators with varying degrees of nonlinearity,
rather than true two-level systems. The use of

noncomputational states beyond the first two levels is of course known in atomic physics, and has
already been used as a shortcut to two- and threequbit gates in superconducting circuits (23, 61).
Under the right conditions, the use of nonlinear
oscillators with many accessible energy levels
could replace the function of several qubits
without introducing new error mechanisms. As
a concrete example of the power of this approach,
a recent proposal (62) for using a cavity as a
protected memory requires only one ancilla
and one readout channel—a real decrease in
complexity.
How architectural choices like these affect
our ability to perform error-corrected information
processing will be a key scientific question occupying this field in the near future, and will probably take several years to resolve. The knowledge
garnered in this process has the potential to substantially change the resources required for building quantum computers, quantum simulators, or
quantum communication systems that are actually useful.
The Path Forward
The field of QIP with superconducting circuits
has made dramatic progress, and has already dem-
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onstrated most of the basic functionality with
reasonable (or even surprising) levels of performance. Remarkably, we have not yet encountered
any fundamental physical principles that would
prohibit the building of quite large quantum processors. The demonstrated capabilities of superconducting circuits, as in trapped ions and cold
atoms, mean that QIP is beginning what may
be one of its most interesting phases of development. Here, one enters a true terra incognita
for complex quantum systems, as QEC becomes
more than a theoretical discipline. As in the past,
this era will include new scientific innovations
and basic questions to be answered. Even if this
stage is successful, there will remain many further
stages of development and technical challenges
to be mastered before useful quantum information processing could become a reality. However,
we think it is unlikely to become a purely technological enterprise, like sending a man to the Moon,
in the foreseeable future. After all, even the Moore’s
law progression of CMOS integrated circuits over
the past four decades has not brought the end of
such fields as semiconductor physics or nanoscience, but rather enabled, accelerated, and steered
them in unanticipated directions. We feel that future progress in quantum computation will always
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Fig. 3. Examples of the “Moore’s law” type of exponential scaling in performance
of superconducting qubits during recent years. All types have progressed, but we
focus here only on those in the leftmost part of Fig. 2C. (A) Improvement of
coherence times for the “typical best” results associated with the first versions of
major design changes. The blue, red, and green symbols refer to qubit relaxation,
qubit decoherence, and cavity lifetimes, respectively. Innovations were introduced
to avoid the dominant decoherence channel found in earlier generations. So far
an ultimate limit on coherence seems not to have been encountered. Devices
other than those in Fig. 2C: charge echo (63), circuit QED (44), 3D transmon (43),
and improved 3D transmon (64, 65). For comparison, superconducting cavity
lifetimes are given for a 3D transmon and separate 3D cavities (66). Even longer
times in excess of 0.1 s have been achieved in similar 3D cavities for Rydberg atom
experiments [e.g., (67)]. (B) Evolution of superconducting qubit QND readout. We
plot versus time the main figure of merit, the number of bits that can be extracted
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from the qubit during its T1 lifetime (this number combines signal-to-noise ratio
and speed). This quantity can also be understood as the number of measurements,
each with one bit of precision, that would be possible before an error occurs. Data
points correspond to the following innovations in design: a Cooper-pair box read
by off-resonance coupling to a cavity whose frequency is monitored by a microwave pulse analyzed using a semiconductor high–electron mobility transistor
amplifier (CPB+HEMT) [also called dispersive circuit QED (68)], an improved
amplification chain reading a transmon using a superconductor preamplifier
derived from the Josephson bifurcation amplifier (transmon+JBA) (49), and further improvement with another superconductor preamplifier derived from the
Josephson parametric converter (51) combined with filter in 3D transmon cavity
eliminating Purcell effect (3D-transmon+JPC+P-filter). Better amplifier efficiency,
optimal signal processing, and longer qubit lifetimes are expected to maintain
the rapid upward trend.
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require the robust, continual development of
both scientific understanding and engineering
skill within this new and fascinating arena.
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Quantum Spintronics: Engineering
and Manipulating Atom-Like Spins
in Semiconductors
David D. Awschalom,1* Lee C. Bassett,1 Andrew S. Dzurak,2 Evelyn L. Hu,3 Jason R. Petta4
The past decade has seen remarkable progress in isolating and controlling quantum coherence
using charges and spins in semiconductors. Quantum control has been established at room
temperature, and electron spin coherence times now exceed several seconds, a nine–order-of-magnitude
increase in coherence compared with the first semiconductor qubits. These coherence times
rival those traditionally found only in atomic systems, ushering in a new era of ultracoherent
spintronics. We review recent advances in quantum measurements, coherent control, and the
generation of entangled states and describe some of the challenges that remain for processing
quantum information with spins in semiconductors.
n a marriage of quantum physics, information theory, and nanoscale engineering, quantum information science endeavors to build
machines that can use the power of quantum mechanics for practical purposes. Such machines have
great potential, including cryptography guaranteed by the laws of physics, quantum-enhanced
sensing and imaging technology, and quantum
computers able to crack problems inaccessible to

I
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even the most powerful classical computers of
the foreseeable future.
The complexity of building quantum machines
is a fantastic challenge, and recent years have
seen a vast array of proposals for quantum information processing in diverse systems. Although
specific requirements vary considerably, there are
a few generalized prerequisites for quantum computers (1). The target quantum system must be
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controllable, in the sense that it can be initialized,
manipulated, and read out to achieve a computation; it must be correctable, such that unavoidable errors can be detected and compensated; and
it must be scalable, such that a linear increase in
the effective size of the system—corresponding
to an exponential increase in computing power—
does not require an exponential increase of resources. The first two requirements require some
degree of isolation of the quantum system from
its environment, to keep quantum information
from “leaking away” (decohering) at a rate faster
than the computation is achieved. Because no
system is entirely free of decoherence, the goal of
most approaches is to balance the need for isolation with the ability to accurately and quickly
control the system, ideally in architectures with
potential for scaling to larger systems once the
fundamentals are established.
1
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tion of environmental isolation and controllability, with wide flexibility in terms of materials and
design. Furthermore, solid-state technologies offer the promise of large-scale integration using
fabrication processes developed by the semiconductor industry (3). Approaches are markedly
varied, employing different materials, temperatures, device structures, and both electrical and
optical measurements. We focus on several key
advances of the past few years in controlling
quantum coherence and entanglement in sev-
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Fig. 1. (A) Single electron spins (blue arrow) can be confined in solid-state systems and manipulated
with various “control knobs,” including gate voltages [V(t)], microwave magnetic fields [B(t)], and light
(green and red wiggly arrows). Quantum coherence is lost (fading purple cloud) through interactions
with the local environment of, for example, nuclear spins (green arrows), phonons, or leaky mirrors in a
cavity. Recent advances in materials science have made it possible to achieve electron spin coherence
times up to several seconds (15), rivaling those traditionally found only in atomic systems. (B) A single
electron spin placed in a dc magnetic field, Bdc, forms a quantum bit with states |0〉 and |1〉 corresponding
to parallel and antiparallel spin alignment to the field, split by the Zeeman energy EZ. (C) The application
of an oscillating magnetic field B(t) perpendicular to Bdc and resonant with the Zeeman energy causes the
qubit to oscillate between states |0〉 and |1〉 at the Rabi frequency (changing the qubit amplitude, q), while
the phase f accumulates due to precession in Bdc. (D) Rabi nutations of a single electronic spin in diamond,
measured optically, showing the probability to measure the state |0〉 as a function of the width of an ac
magnetic field pulse. Conventional electron spin resonance has focused on the dynamics of large ensembles
of ≳1015 spins; it has recently become possible to coherently control single-spin dynamics. [Originally
published in (60) and adapted with permission]
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eral semiconductor architectures, and outline
the major challenges and goals ahead.
Spin Qubits for Computation
The spin carried by a single electron is a prototypical quantum bit, or qubit (Fig. 1A). In an
external magnetic field, Bdc, the spin’s energy
levels are quantized into states where the magnetic moment points either parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field. These two states are
separated by the Zeeman energy, EZ ¼ gmB Bdc ,
where g is the Landé g factor and mB is the Bohr
magneton (Fig. 1B). By identifying one spin
orientation as “0” and the other as “1,” spins can
serve as the logical elements for Boolean computation. Even as classical bits, spins offer advantages over today’s charge-based microprocessors
and form the basis for emerging technologies
termed spintronics. The more ambitious goal of
building a spin-based quantum computer requires
not only manipulation of the spin eigenstates
j0〉 and j1〉 but also coherent superpositions of
the form jy〉 ¼ cosðq=2Þj0〉 þ eif sinðq=2Þj1〉,
where both the amplitude, q, and the phase, f,
must be controlled with high precision. Most challengingly, quantum computing requires the creation
and coherent control of nonclassical correlations—
i.e., entanglement—between distinct qubits in the
device and preservation of these fragile many-body
states on time scales long enough to perform calculations. At the few-qubit level, both of these
goals have been met in recent years.
As qubits, spins in semiconductors have distinct technical advantages. Host-dependent band
structure and spin-orbit interactions imprint critical characteristics on spins in different materials,
providing widely tunable qubit properties. Particularly in materials where spin-orbit coupling
is weak, spins are relatively insensitive to many
sources of decoherence in solid-state systems,
including electrical noise and thermal vibrations
of the semiconductor lattice. Furthermore, experimental methods for coherent control of singlespin qubit states are now established (Fig. 1C),
building on decades of research in magnetic resonance. Figure 2 shows examples of four types
of spin qubits featured in current research. Despite vastly different methods for production and
individual advantages and challenges of the different systems, coherent quantum control of individual qubits has been demonstrated in all cases,
and in several systems entangled multiqubit devices have been realized in recent years.
Following a proposal based on spins in quantum dots (4), the first semiconductor qubits were
based on group III/V materials (5), taking advantage of the well-developed growth of ultrapure
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. Heterostructures
provide the means to confine electrons and/or
holes into reduced dimensions, to the ultimate
limit of a zero-dimensional “box”—a quantum
dot (QD)—containing a single spin. QDs can
be formed either through top-down approaches
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Nature’s own atoms and ions, isolated in vacuum, served as the first quantum information test
beds, with many groundbreaking experiments
in atomic and optical physics demonstrating exquisite control of individual quantum systems.
Inspired by this success, solid-state physicists have
recently developed a wide array of “designer
atoms” based on semiconductor nanostructures
whose quantum states can also be coherently controlled (2). The spins of individual electrons and
nuclei, in particular, offer a promising combina-
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in which nanofabricated surface electrodes deplete charges from a buried two-dimensional electron gas (Fig. 2A) or through bottom-up growth
techniques in which small islands of a III/V alloy,
typically InAs, self-assemble on a GaAs surface
(Fig. 2B).
The small magnetic moment of the electron
renders it highly insensitive to the local environment, leading to long spin coherence times. At
the same time, however, rapid spin control using
conventional electron spin resonance requires
large ac magnetic field amplitudes that are difficult to produce in cryogenic environments. Qubit
selectivity is also exacerbated in nanoscale devices
(Fig. 2A), where each spin needs to be individually controlled without disturbing its nearest neighbors only ≈50 nm away. Two approaches have
been developed to circumvent these challenges.
The first is to use quantum interference of twoelectron spin states for rapid quantum control. By
rapidly tuning through an avoided crossing in
the energy-level diagram, two electrons in a correlated (e.g., singlet) state can be “split” and then
recombined after a free evolution time, enabling
nanosecond spin rotations without the application of an electron spin resonance field (6). Another approach to single-spin control harnesses
the strong spin-orbit interactions intrinsic to materials such as InAs and InSb. With such “spin-orbit
qubits,” it is possible to perform spin rotations
using electric rather than magnetic fields, which
are easier to generate and localize in a device (7).
Self-assembled QDs in III/V materials confine both electrons and holes and can therefore
support optical transitions between a groundstate spin qubit configuration (e.g., a single electron or hole) and optically excited “excitons”
with additional bound electron-hole pairs. Strong
spin-orbit interactions give rise to optical transitions with strict spin- and polarization-dependent
selection rules, and relatively large optical dipole moments (compared with atoms) make
these transitions highly efficient. These key features enable coherent optical control of the QD
spin state using ultrafast (picosecond-scale) pulses
of light (8, 9) and the generation of entanglement
between the qubit spin state and a single photon
emitted by the QD (10, 11). Such light-matter coupling is the key to building distributed networks
of qubit nodes with coherent information transfer mediated by photons.
Only a few years ago, the intrinsic “spin bath”
of host nuclear spins in III/V materials was the
primary impediment to achieving long spin coherence times in these systems. This problem
has been practically solved through the use of
dynamical decoupling protocols that can extend
the useful coherence time by orders of magnitude (12–14). Still, it helps to remove as many
potential noise sources as possible. Group IV
semiconductors can be isotopically purified to
provide a nearly spin-free environment consisting only of spin-zero nuclei such as 12C and 28Si,
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and weaker spin-orbit coupling than in III/V materials reduce susceptibility to electrical and thermal noise. With recent reports of electron-spin
coherence times measured in seconds (15) and
nuclear spin coherence times of minutes (16)
for neutral donor atoms in 28Si, for example,
these materials are poised to have a major role
in coming years.
Silicon, the dominant material used for conventional microprocessor chips, was identified
early on as a prime candidate for quantum information processing through several proposals
to use the electron and/or nuclear spins of individual donor atoms, particularly phosphorus, as
spin qubits (17, 18). The first such single-atom
qubit in silicon (Fig. 2C) used the spin of a phosphorus donor electron implanted into a silicon
chip as the qubit (19). An adjacent metal-oxidesemiconductor–based single-electron transistor implements a spin-to-charge conversion protocol for
initialization and readout (20) similar to that developed for III/V quantum dots (21), and coher-

A

ent control is achieved through electron spin
resonance using an integrated microwave transmission line. Fabricated using a silicon substrate
with the natural 4.7% isotopic fraction of 29Si,
the spin coherence time of the device in (19) was
limited by the nuclear spin bath to T2 ≈ 200 ms,
but it is anticipated that similar devices constructed from isotopically enriched 28Si substrates
will open a path to the exceptional coherence
times (≈1 s) that have been measured for bulk
28
Si:P ensembles (15). The device depicted in
Fig. 2C has also been used to demonstrate a nuclear spin qubit (22) based on the 31P dopant
nucleus. These nuclear spins could serve as longlived quantum memories (18) in future quantum
processors.
In some ways, dopant-based qubits in silicon represent a powerful combination of both
top-down and bottom-up fabrication approaches,
because a natural and highly reproducible qubit
(a single atom) is controllably placed within a
nanofabricated electronic device. At the same
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Fig. 2. Semiconductor qubit architectures. (A) Scanning electron microscope image of a gate-defined
quintuple QD in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. Each QD is designed to contain one or two electron
spins. (B) Atomic force microscope image of a single self-assembled InAs QD strongly coupled to a GaAs
photonic crystal cavity, which is used to confine photons to small regions of space. Originally published
in (46) and adapted with permission. (C) Schematic of a spin qubit device based on a single phosphorus
dopant atom (red) implanted in silicon (19). The qubit electron spin is initialized and measured electronically through spin-dependent tunnel coupling to a nanofabricated single-electron transistor (gray)
and manipulated using pulsed ac magnetic fields (yellow concentric circles) delivered by an integrated
microwave transmission line. Image credit: W. Algar-Chuklin. (D) Confocal microscope image showing
an array of implanted nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond aligned to a microwave transmission line.
[Adapted with permission from (61); copyright (2010) American Chemical Society]
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time, artificial atoms formed using gate electrodes in analogy with QDs in III/V heterostructures have also met with success (18). Coherent
oscillations between two-electron singlet and
triplet states of a double QD defined in a Si/SiGe
heterostructure were demonstrated in 2012 (23),
in direct analogy with experiments in III/V QDs
(21). The measured dephasing time T2∗ ≈ 360 ns
was more than an order of magnitude longer
than in GaAs thanks to the much weaker hyperfine coupling in natural silicon, and further
improvements are expected for devices using
isotopically enriched 28Si.
Another group IV material with great promise for quantum information technology is diamond. With its large 5.5 eV band gap, diamond
supports a plethora of optically active point defects, many of which are paramagnetic and could
therefore serve as spin qubits. The most intense-

A

ly studied of these is the nitrogen-vacancy (NV)
center, consisting of a substitutional nitrogen atom
adjacent to a vacancy in the diamond crystal. In
its negatively charged ground state, the NV center
is an electron spin triplet, and a special set of
optical transitions facilitate the initialization and
measurement of its spin state simply through
optical excitation and fluorescence detection,
respectively (24). Diamond’s unique properties,
particularly weak spin-orbit interactions, an extremely high Debye temperature (limiting spinlattice relaxation), and the large band gap that
energetically isolates interband electronic states,
endow NV center spins with remarkable coherence
properties that persist up to room temperature.
Furthermore, isotopic purification of spin-free
12
C diamond leads to ultralong coherence times,
up to several milliseconds at room temperature
(25). With on-chip microwave-frequency wave-

Spin qubits coupled to optical cavities

κ

guides enabling quantum control operations on
subnanosecond time scales (26), more than one
million coherent operations can be performed
within the NV center’s spin coherence time.
A key feature of NV center spin qubits is access not only to the electronic spin state but also
to the individual nuclear spins of the intrinsic
nitrogen atom and proximal 13C nuclei (27). This
makes each NV center a small “quantum register”
consisting of several individually addressable
nuclear spin qubits with exceptional coherence
properties that can be initialized (28), measured
nondestructively in a single shot (29), and even
entangled (30) through their interactions with
the electron spin. These nuclear spins could act
as operational qubits in their own right, with the
electron spins serving as ancillary qubits for initialization and readout, or as integrated quantum
memory nodes associated with each electronic
spin qubit. A room-temperature quantum memory
consisting of a single 13C nucleus weakly coupled
to an NV center has been demonstrated with coherence exceeding 1 s (31). At temperatures ≲10 K,
coherent optical transitions enable nondestructive single-shot spin measurements (32), coherent
control (33), and spin-photon entanglement (34),
with promise for integrating distributed NV center nodes within a large-scale optical network.
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B
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E
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Fig. 3. (A) Cavity quantum electrodynamics with optical photons. (Upper left) Schematic of a single
spin embedded within an optical cavity. If the qubit-cavity coupling strength, g, dominates over both
qubit decoherence and the loss rate of photons from the cavity, k, the system is in the strong coupling
regime. (Lower right) Schematic of a photonic crystal cavity integrated with a diode structure used to
realize coherent optical control of a cavity-coupled QD spin (48). [Image courtesy of D. Gammon, U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory] (B) Superconducting qubits and spin qubits have quantum transitions in the
microelectron volt range, closely matching the energy of microwave photons. This cartoon depicts a
circuit quantum electrodynamics architecture that is used to couple a spin qubit to a superconducting
qubit via a microwave cavity.
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Scalable Architectures
With high-fidelity control of individual spin qubits
now routine in many semiconductor systems,
solid-state devices are poised to reach their full
potential for integration and scalability. Nevertheless, a pressing challenge is the development
of a robust two-qubit gate that can be scaled up
to link many computational nodes into a larger
network. One approach is to fabricate multiple
qubits close enough together to use “direct” interactions such as magnetic dipole-dipole or electrostatic coupling to generate an entangling gate—for
example, to implement a “surface code” computation using nearest-neighbor interactions only
(35, 36). This has been achieved both for pairs
of lithographic quantum dot qubits in GaAs (37)
and for NV center spins (38), although in both
cases the gate time is rather long, limiting the
entanglement fidelity. Furthermore, for applications in quantum communication and distributed
quantum computing, it is desirable to be able to
implement two-qubit gates between spins that are
spatially separated beyond the reach of nearestneighbor interactions. Such long-range coupling
requires a “quantum bus” to transmit quantum information between local nodes. Although ideas
exist for using nanomechanical resonators (39),
“chains” of fixed spins (40), or electrons themselves carried by travelling QDs (41, 42) as such
a bus, an obvious choice of “f lying qubit” to
transmit information is the photon.
Photons are an excellent means of linking
physical nodes within a network (43). They are
capable of rapid propagation, low dissipation,
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has enabled coherent optical control of cavitycoupled spin qubits (48).
For “emerging” materials like diamond, where
new fabrication techniques are required, cavity
coupling to NV centers and other optical qubits
still has much room for progress (49). Even without well-developed optical cavities, however,
photons can still mediate coherent information
transfer between distant qubits. A protocol has
recently been developed to generate heralded
entanglement between two NV center electron
spins in separate cryostats 3 m apart (50). Using
the dc Stark effect to tune the NV center optical
transitions (51), a pair of indistinguishable photons is prepared, each entangled with their source
NV center spins. By performing joint quantum
measurements on the photons, the spin-photon entanglement is “swapped” to generate an entangled
state of the two spins. Given the ability to initialize, measure, and entangle nuclear spin quantum
registers local to each NV center (28–30), this
protocol could enable long-distance quantum teleportation of spin states, quantum repeaters, and
extended quantum networks.
Although optically active qubits such as selfassembled QDs and NV centers lend themselves
naturally to photonic coupling, electronic qubits
can also couple to photons, particularly those in
the microwave regime. In fact, typical spin reso-
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Fig. 4. A future integrated quantum device architecture might consist of quantum processor units
comprising arrays of single-spin qubits, locally coupled on-chip using either photonic or microwave
cavities. Photonic crystal cavities could be used to interface electron spins with optical photons, allowing
long-distance transfer of quantum information via an optical fiber. Quantum memory might be located
remotely from the processor units as depicted here or integrated with the processor qubits by using the
nuclear spins of individual atoms. Classical circuitry provides qubit readout and calibration.
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nance frequencies of electronic spins in moderate magnetic fields are in the gigahertz range,
closely matched to existing microwave resonator designs and even superconducting qubit architectures (52). A first step toward implementing
“circuit quantum electrodynamics” with spin
qubits was the recent demonstration of coupling
between an InAs spin-orbit qubit and a superconducting resonator (53). Superconducting
resonators have been effectively used to couple
superconducting qubits that are separated by
nearly a centimeter (54) and could similarly link
semiconductor spins either to each other or to
superconducting qubits (Fig. 3B).
Outlook
It is tempting to view the wide array of systems
under development as a race to find the “optimal”
qubit, but this is likely to be the wrong perspective. Each implementation has relative strengths
and weaknesses for different applications, and
it could well serve to use each to its advantage.
Modern computers comprise many types of logical implementations, including transistor logic,
data transfer busses, and a large variety of memory nodes optimized either for fast access or
long-term storage. A similar hybrid future could
be in store for quantum computers, as envisaged
in Fig. 4. Computational qubits will be chosen
that are fast and easily coupled together, whereas memory nodes should be long lived but each
need to be coupled to only one computational
node. This might mean that the memory is not
physically separated but is instead intrinsic to
each computational node, being, for example,
the nuclear spin of an NV center in diamond (55)
or a phosphorus donor in silicon (22). Although
optical interconnects are likely to serve as ports to
transfer quantum information to and from the
outside world, on-chip communication could be
accomplished through either optical waveguides
or superconducting microwave circuitry.
Although many challenges remain on the
road to constructing a “useful” quantum computer, the pace of discovery seems to be accelerating, and spins in semiconductors are poised
to play a major role. Several materials systems
and architectures have already come to fruition,
but others waiting in the wings might prove to
be even better for some applications. For example, the remarkable properties of the diamond NV center motivates the search for other
impurity-based spin systems with similar properties, possibly in more versatile host materials
(56). Indeed, optically addressable defect spins
with room-temperature coherence have recently
been discovered in silicon carbide (57), which
boasts well-developed techniques for heteroepitaxy and fabrication of complex structures.
These and other material systems, such as rareearth ions in crystals (58) and II/VI semiconductors (59), are likely to be a major focus in
coming years.
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and low signal loss via integrated waveguides or
fibers leading to or from the outside world. Furthermore, high-quality solid-state optical cavities
mediate the coupling strength between spin qubits
and photons (44), providing tools for photon-based
selective readout and state preparation. When a
qubit is optimally matched to an optical cavity—
in the “strong coupling” regime (Fig. 3A)—the
coherent interaction between the qubit and the
cavity modes dominates over other, dissipative
processes, such as the loss of photons from the
cavity or the emission of qubit excitations to competing states. Notably, progress in the design
and fabrication of dielectric optical cavities over
the past decade has allowed the achievement of
strong coupling between microcavities and semiconductor QDs (45, 46). Strongly coupled systems produce entangled qubit-cavity states, such
that the resulting photons carry the signature of
the quantum state of the qubit, allowing longdistance propagation of that physical state information throughout the network. Although
tremendous progress has been made in controlling purely photonic behavior with high-Q cavities
and optically active QDs (47), it has remained a
challenge to study cavity-coupled spin qubits.
Promisingly, a photonic crystal cavity device integrated with a diode structure (Fig. 3A), necessary to tune the charge state of embedded QDs,

The breadth of research in solid-state quantum information science is largely what makes
the field so exciting. Advances achieved in one
system are often directly applicable to many
others, and solving the challenges that arise leads
to breakthroughs that carry over to other fields
of science and engineering. Clearly, the synergies between solid state and atomic physics are
accelerating discoveries and demonstrations in
both fields. Besides the potential we already
recognize for quantum machines, our quest for
greater control over quantum systems will surely
lead to new materials and applications we have
yet to imagine, just as the pioneers of classical
computing could not have predicted exactly how
the digital revolution has shaped our information age.
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REVIEW

Topological Quantum
Computation—From Basic
Concepts to First Experiments
Ady Stern1* and Netanel H. Lindner2,3
Quantum computation requires controlled engineering of quantum states to perform tasks
that go beyond those possible with classical computers. Topological quantum computation
aims to achieve this goal by using non-Abelian quantum phases of matter. Such phases
allow for quantum information to be stored and manipulated in a nonlocal manner, which
protects it from imperfections in the implemented protocols and from interactions with the
environment. Recently, substantial progress in this field has been made on both theoretical
and experimental fronts. We review the basic concepts of non-Abelian phases and their
topologically protected use in quantum information processing tasks. We discuss different
possible realizations of these concepts in experimentally available solid-state systems,
including systems hosting Majorana fermions, their recently proposed fractional counterparts,
and non-Abelian quantum Hall states.

T

he principal obstacles on the road to quantum computing are noise and decoherence. By noise, we mean imperfections in

the execution of the operations on the qubits
(quantum bits). Decoherence arises when the
quantum system that encodes the qubits becomes
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entangled with its environment, which is a bigger, uncontrolled system. There are two approaches to tackling these barriers. One is based
on complete isolation of the computer from its
environment, careful elimination of noise, and
protocols for quantum correction of unavoidable
errors. Enormous progress has been achieved in
this direction in the past few years. The other
approach, which is at the root of topological
quantum computation, is very different. It uses a
non-Abelian state of matter (1–10) to encode and
manipulate quantum information in a nonlocal
manner. This nonlocality endows the information with immunity to the effects of noise and
decoherence (2–6).
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Non-Abelian States of Matter
Several properties define a non-Abelian state of
matter (1, 2, 6–10). It is a quantum system whose
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Topological Quantum Computation
The properties of non-Abelian states that are important for our discussion are the quantum dimensions of the anyons, the unitary transformations
that they generate by braiding, and their fusion
rules. Different non-Abelian systems differ in
these properties. To turn a non-Abelian system
into a quantum computer, we first create pairs
of anyons and anti-anyons from the “vacuum,” the
state of zero anyons. In the simplest computational
model, a qubit is composed of a group of several
anyons, and its two states, |0〉 and |1〉, are two
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possible fusion outcomes of these anyons. (A
qudit is formed if there are more than two possible
fusion outcomes.) The creation from the vacuum
initializes qubits in a well-defined state. The uni-

A

tary gates are implemented by the braid transformations (Fig. 1C). At the end of the computation,
the state is read off by measuring the fusion outcome of the anyons (2–6).

B
t
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d
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C

D
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4

Fig. 1. (A) The Yang-Baxter equation states that two exchange paths that can be deformed into each
other without cutting the world lines of the particles (blue curves) define the same braid. (B) Two
anyons labeled a and b are encircled by a third anyon d. The resulting transformation depends only on
the fusion outcome of a and b. (C) A canonical construction for a qubit, in a system of Ising anyons,
consists of four anyons that together fuse to the vacuum. The two possible states can then be labeled by
the fusion charge, say, of the left pair. A single qubit p/4 gate can be used by exchanging anyons 1 and
2 (depicted), whereas a Hadamard gate can be used by exchanging anyons 2 and 3. Such a construction
can be realized using Majorana fermions. (D) Decoherence of information encoded in the ground-state
space. Thermal and quantum fluctuations nucleate a quasiparticle-antiquasiparticle pair (red, white).
The pair encircles two anyons encoding quantum information, and annihilates. The result of the process
depends on the fusion charge of the two anyons, leading to decoherence of the encoded quantum
information.
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Fig. 2. Braiding in a system hosting Majorana fermions (zero modes or their fractionalized
counterparts). For a manipulation of the subspace of ground states to lead to a topological result,
the number of ground states should remain fixed. (A) Two zero modes initially at locations 1 and 2
are to be interchanged. A pair of coupled zero modes, 3 and 4, is created from the vacuum and
may reside, for example, at the two ends of a short wire. As long as 3 and 4 are coupled (blue line),
they are not zero modes and do not change the degeneracy of the ground state. Next, location 1 is
coupled to 3 and 4 (red dashed line). The coupled system of 1, 3, and 4 must still harbor a zero
mode. Thus, this step does not vary the degeneracy of the ground state, but it does redistribute the
wave function of that zero mode among the three coupled sites. Location 4 is then decoupled from
1 and 3, and the localized zero mode is now at location 4. The outcome is then that 1 was copied to
location 4. (B) In a similar fashion, 2 is copied to location 1. (C) Finally, 1 is copied from location 4
to location 2. At the end of this series, 3 and 4 are again coupled to one another, but 1 and 2 have
been interchanged.
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ground state is separated from the excited part of
the spectrum by an energy gap. The elementary
particles of the system may form collective composite particles, known as “non-Abelian anyons.”
When that occurs, the ground state becomes degenerate. In the limit of a large number of anyons,
N, the ground-state degeneracy is lN, and the
anyon is said to have a “quantum dimension” of
l. This degeneracy is not a result of any obvious
symmetry of the system. As such, it is robust and
cannot be lifted with the application of any local
perturbation (11).
Transformations between the degenerate
ground states may be induced by exchanging
the anyons’ positions. The canonical example is
that of a two-dimensional (2D) system, where
anyons may be regarded as point particles.
Imagine a set of anyons that are initially positioned
on a plane at (R1…RN). They are made to move
along a set of trajectories [R1(t)…RN(t)] that ends
with their positions permuted. The motion is slow
enough not to excite the system out of the subspace of ground states. When viewed in a 3D plot,
the set of trajectories, known also as world lines, Ri
(t) look like entangled strands of spaghetti. A
“braid” is defined as a set of spaghetti configurations that can be deformed to one another
without spaghetti strands being cut. Remarkably,
the unitary transformation implemented by the
motion of the anyons depends only on the braid
and is independent of the details of the trajectories. These unitary transformations must satisfy
a set of conditions that result from their topological nature, such as the Yang-Baxter equation
(Fig. 1A).
Notably, for the braid in which two anyons of
types a and b are encircled by a third that is far
away (Fig. 1B), the corresponding transformation
will not be able to resolve the two anyons’ types;
from a distance they would look as if they “fused”
to one anyon, of type c. The fusion of a pair of
non-Abelian anyons may result in several different
outcomes that are degenerate in energy when the
anyons are far away from one another (leading to
the ground-state degeneracy). The degeneracy is
split when the fused anyons get close. The list of
cs to which any a-b pair may fuse constitutes the
“fusion rules.” For each anyon of type a, there is
an “anti-anyon” ā such that the two may annihilate
one another, or be created as a pair.
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Fig. 3. Majorana end modes in a quantum wire. (A) A schematic plot of
the sample: a quantum wire lying on a superconductor. B is the magnetic
field that couples to the electron’s spin, and Bso is the effective magnetic
field induced by spin-orbit scattering. (B) A picture of the sample. Scale
bar, 1 mm. (C and D) The measured differential conductance as a function
of voltage at a range of magnetic fields (C) and magnetic field orientation (D) in the experiments reported in (28) and (29), respectively. The
peak at zero voltage may be a sign of a Majorana fermion zero mode. (E)

The process outlined above is immune to
noise and decoherence. The only mechanism that
may alter the quantum state of the qubit in an
uncontrolled fashion is a quantum or thermal
fluctuation that creates an anyon–anti-anyon pair
from the vacuum; the pair braids around two of
the qubit’s anyons, and finally annihilates (Fig.
1D). The probability for such a process decreases
exponentially with decreasing temperature and
with increasing distance between the anyons.
A quantum computer needs to have a minimal set of gates that allow it to efficiently approximate any unitary transformation in its space
of logical states. Such a set is commonly called
universal (12, 13). For example, a universal set
may be composed of two single-qubit gates and a
two-qubit controlled-not gate (CNOT). For some
non-Abelian states, all of these gates may be carried
out in a topologically protected way (2, 4–6).

-100
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V S0 (µV)

100

200

The experimental device of the type used in (50, 58) to measure interference of quasiparticles in the n = 5/2 state. The periodicity of the
interference pattern as a function of magnetic field and gate voltage
reflects the non-Abelian nature of the quasiparticles (54–56). Indicated
are the interference loop (A), the interfering trajectories (dashed lines),
ohmic contacts (a to d), and gates (numbered). [(A), (B), and (C) reprinted
from (28); (D) reprinted from (29) by permission of Macmillan Publishers
Ltd., copyright 2012; (E) reprinted from (58)]

Fortunately, even when that is not the case, universality may still be obtained by combining topological and nontopological operations, as shown
below (14, 15).
Zero Modes and Majorana Fermions
A useful concept for understanding the stability
of the degeneracy of the ground state in nonAbelian systems is that of localized “zero modes”
(16, 17). These are operators that act only within
the subspace of ground states, and whose operation is confined to a localized spatial region.
Generally, the number of independent operators
that transfer the system between orthogonal
ground states must be even. Thus, when there is
only one such operator acting within a given
spatial region, it must be Hermitian (note that
Hermitian conjugation does not change the
location of the operator). Consequently, it must
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s-wave
superconductor

have a partner in a different spatial region. If the
system is subjected to a perturbation that acts
locally within one of the regions, the local zero
mode cannot be eliminated, because its partner is
not subjected to that perturbation.
The position and wave function of the zero
modes depend on the parameters of the system.
Braiding operations are carried out by a cyclic
trajectory in this parameter space. The braiding of
world lines in two dimensions (18, 19) is a
particular example of topologically distinct
classes of cyclic trajectories in the parameter
space. More generally, the unitary transformation
applied by a cycle is determined by the topological class to which the cycle belongs. This allows
for braiding operations in systems that are not
2D, such as networks of 1D wires (20–22) (Fig. 2).
The simplest non-Abelian states of matter,
those that carry Majorana fermions (16, 17), can
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both spin-orbit and Zeeman couplings (25–27) in
proximity to superconductors.
Recent experiments (28–32) support the
existence of Majorana fermions at the ends of
semiconducting wires in which strong spin-orbit
coupling, together with Zeeman coupling of the
spin to a magnetic field, creates a range of
densities at which spin degeneracy is removed.
The wires are made superconducting through
their proximity to a superconductor, and zero
modes are expected to form at their ends, which
are separated from metallic contacts by potential barriers. When a current is driven through the
wires in the absence of the end modes, the combination of the barriers and the superconducting
gap suppresses the current at low voltages. The
Majorana end modes allow current to flow, resulting in a sharp peak in the wires’ differential
conductance at zero voltage. This peak was observed in several experiments (Fig. 3) and its characteristics are consistent with Majorana end modes
in quantum wires.
Although these are encouraging observations,
it is still too early to identify them unambiguously
as originating from Majorana fermions. The wires
used in the experiments were short enough that
coupling between the two ends may be expected
to split the degeneracy between the end modes.
Future experiments may observe the decay of this
splitting with increasing wire length. Different measurements using the Josephson effect, Coulomb
blockade, and scanning tunneling microscopes
may provide additional information.
The Majorana fermions on the ends of quantum wires offer useful insights into the physics
of non-Abelian systems. In the absence of the

A

Majorana fermions, the ground state of a clean
superconducting wire has an even number of
electrons paired to Cooper pairs. Adding another
electron is costly in energy, because this electron has no pairing partner. When the two
Majorana fermions are localized at the ends of
the wire, the odd electron can join at no cost of
energy. The two degenerate ground states are then
of different electron parities. When there are N
wires, there are 2N zero modes and 2N states,
with each wire having either an even or odd number of electrons. This mannerpof
ﬃﬃﬃ counting explains
the quantum dimension of 2.
Magic State Distillation and
Surface Codes
Majorana fermions realize fusion and braiding
rules analogous to those of “Ising anyons.”
Interchanging Majorana fermions at the ends of
the same wire is equivalent to rotating the wire;
this preserves the parity of the electron number
while implementing a relative phase shift of p/2
between states of different parities. The braiding
of two Majorana fermions of two different
wires (Fig. 2) leads to a unitary transformation
that takes the two wires from a state of welldefined parities to a state that is a superposition
of even and odd parities, with equal probabilities.
For example, the
|even1,even2〉 is transformed
pﬃﬃstate
ﬃ
to the state 1/ 2 [|even1,even2〉 ± i|odd1,odd2〉],
where the sign of the second term depends on
the details of the interchange. Because only two
types of interchanges are possible—intrawire and
interwire—there is no topologically protected way
to turn two wires that start, say, at even parities
|even1,even2〉 into an arbitrary superposition of the

B

B

B

ν = 1/m
ν = 1/m

SC
SC
ν = 1/m

ν = –1/m

Fig. 4. Fractionalized Majorana zero modes at the interface between the
superconductor and tunneling regions. (A) An electron-hole bilayer where the
two layers are in a FQHE where the Hall conductivities are quantized at n = ±1/m
(in units of e2/h), where m is an odd integer. The direction of the edge modes is
indicated by the blue arrows. An s-wave superconductor (SC; orange) coupled to
the edge of the two-layer system can gap the edge modes. In nonsuperconducting
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regions, spin-flipping electron tunneling between the top and bottom layer (black
arrows) opens a gap on the edge. These can be enhanced by coupling the edge to
a ferromagnet. Two layers of graphene may be a possible realization for such a
system. (B) Single-layer realization, with a trench cut in a FQHE state with n = 1/m
exposing counterpropagating edge states. In spin-polarized quantum Hall states,
spin-orbit interaction would couple these modes to a superconductor.
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be explained using the concept of zero modes.
Such systems usually combine spin-orbit coupling, superconductivity, and Zeeman coupling
to the electron spin (23–27). In superconductors,
operators that take the system from one energy
state to another are superpositions of electron
creation and annihilation operators. In certain
conditions, localized zero modes occur, in which
the amplitude for the creation and annihilation
operators is equal in magnitude, and the resulting
operator is Hermitian. These operators are commonly referred to as Majorana fermions. The nonAbelian state of matter occurs when the zero
modes are spatially separated from one another.
Like all zero modes, Majorana fermions occur in
pairs. A pair of Majorana fermions form a complex conventional fermion that spans a Hilbert
space of two dimensions. The quantum dimension
pﬃﬃﬃ
of a single Majorana fermion is therefore 2.
Because a superconductor is gapped, Majorana fermions in a superconducting system can
only occur where the superconducting gap closes
locally. In 2D systems, Majorana fermions are to
be found in vortex cores (16, 18), whereas in 1D
systems they are to be found at the interfaces between different types of superconductivity, or at
the system’s ends (17). In vortex cores of s-wave
superconductors, the presence of two spin directions per each electronic state does not allow for
an isolated Majorana fermion zero mode. The
places to look for isolated Majorana fermions are
superconductors with only one spin direction per
each electronic state. Examples are superconductors with spin-polarized p-wave pairing (16, 17),
surfaces of 3D and edges of 2D topological insulators (23, 24), and 2D/1D systems featuring

type a|even1,even2〉 ± b|odd1,odd2〉, with |a| ≠ |b|.
Topological quantum computation with Majorana
fermions is therefore not universal (4–6). Using
topologically protected braiding and measurement
operations, Majorana fermions may carry out a
set of gates known as the “Clifford gates.” This
set is generated by the single-qubit Hadamard
gate, the single-qubit Pauli matrices, and the twoqubit CNOT gate (the latter requires a parity measurement of two qubits) (13). The gap to universal
quantum computation may be bridged by adding
a single-qubit gate that rotates the qubit by an angle
p/8 (values other than p/8 are also possible).
Although topologically protected operations
cannot implement the missing gate, they are able
to approximate this gate with an arbitrarily small
error, using a protocol called “magic state distillation” (14, 15). The protocol consists of three
key steps. First, nontopological operations create
a large number of resourcepqubits
ﬃﬃﬃ in a “noisy” version of the state |yM〉 = 1/ 2 [|0〉 + exp(ip/4)|1〉].
[Note that there is no known way to accurately
create the state |yM〉 by using Clifford gates (i.e.,
topologically protected operations) alone.]
In the second step, one almost accurate qubit
in the state |yM〉 is distilled, using only topologically protected operations, from a large number
of the noisy resource states. The possibility to do
this endows |yM〉 with the affectionate name
“magic state.” The distillation protocol is based
on the concept of a “stabilizer” quantum errorcorrecting code (33). A quantum error-correcting
code uses n physical qubits that span a space of
2n states to represent one logical qubit. A unitary
transformation takes a state of a single “logical”
qubit and encodes it in this 2n-dimensional space.
As long as only a limited number of errors occur
in the encoded state, they may be detected and
corrected by measurements carried out on the nqubit system, without disturbing the encoded
quantum information.
In a stabilizer code, Pauli measurements and
Clifford operations are sufficient for information
encoding, decoding, and error correction. In the
particular stabilizer code used for magic state
distillation, Clifford operations can transform n
qubits in the state |yM〉 to an encoded logical state.
Therefore, this code can be used to take n of the
qubits that are noisy yet close enough to the state
|yM〉, encode them, detect the errors in their
combined n-qubit state, keep only the error-free
instances, and decode back to a single-qubit state.
This entire step may be done in a topologically
protected manner. Because the number of detectable errors is limited, this procedure cannot
yield perfect magic states. However, the output is
closer to the desired |yM〉 than are the input resource states. This step can be applied repeatedly
until the required level of accuracy is reached.
In the third and final step, the distilled magic
states are used as ancillary qubits in order to apply
the single-qubit rotation that is missing in the
Clifford gates set. This is accomplished by

measuring the joint parity of the logical qubit and
the ancilla in the state |yM〉. If the initial state of the
logical qubit is a |0〉 + b|1〉, the measurement entanpﬃﬃﬃ
gles the qubit and the ancilla either p
to ﬃﬃthe
ﬃ state 1/ 2
[a|00〉 + b exp(ip/4)|11〉] or to 1/ 2 [exp(ip/4)a
|01〉 + b|10〉], depending on its outcome. A CNOT
operation then disentangles the qubit from the
ancilla, resulting in the required operation on the
logical qubit. Magic state distillation complements
the set of Clifford gates and opens the way to universal quantum computation based on Majorana
fermions. The optimization of distillation protocols is currently under study (34).
In any physical realization of topological quantum computing, we must still expect an inevitable amount of errors. A promising approach
for dealing with these errors is to incorporate topological qubits into a particularly fault-tolerant
class of stabilizer codes, known as “surface codes.”
These codes consist of a 2D or 3D array of qubits
(3, 35). In surface codes, the states used to encode the logical qubit are the ground states of a
Hamiltonian that describes couplings between
different physical qubits in the array. This Hamiltonian gives rise to Abelian anyons. Two Abelian
anyons have only one fusion outcome and therefore do not have the full advantages of their
non-Abelian counterparts. Nonetheless, the surface codes do offer an enhanced robustness to
decoherence and noise. The logical quantum
information is encoded by the presence or absence of Abelian anyons on holes cut out in the
array. An error occurring in a surface code amounts
to creating an excited anyon–anti-anyon pair,
which can be located and corrected by performing Pauli measurements and Clifford operations
on the code’s qubits. The error tolerance of surface codes can be several orders of magnitude
better than most other known types of quantum
error-correcting codes, but it comes at the price
of the large number of physical qubits needed to
encode a single logical qubit.
The ideas outlined above have inspired several
proposals for hybrid structures of topological and
nontopological components. These structures either combine nonprotected superconducting qubits
or charge qubits with protected Majorana qubits,
or combine protected quantum Hall interferometric
gates with nonprotected parts (36–41). The role of
the nontopological parts is limited to the operations
that cannot be carried out in a protected manner,
requiring effective and fast control of the coupling
of the nontopological and topological parts.
Non-Abelian Anyons in Quantum Hall Systems
Non-Abelian anyons with properties richer than
those of Majorana fermions are known in several
systems. Below, we survey non-Abelian anyons
on the edges of Abelian quantum Hall systems
(42–47) and non-Abelian quantum Hall states
(1, 2, 10, 16, 48).
The 2D gapped bulk of the quantum Hall
effect is accompanied by 1D gapless edge modes.
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These modes occur at the interface of a quantum
Hall state with the vacuum, between quantum
Hall states of different filling factors, or even between quantum Hall states of the same filling factor and different spin polarization. We focus here
on cases where gapless modes flow in both directions; these modes may be gapped by a perturbation that induces backscattering between them.
One such case (Fig. 4A) is bilayer electron-hole
system, in which the electrons and the holes are
subjected to the same magnetic field and have the
same densities. Because of their opposite charges,
the two layers carry counterpropagating edge modes
in physical proximity. When the values of the quantized Hall conductivities at the two layers (in units
of e2/h) are n = ±1/m, there is one mode flowing in
each of the layers; in more complicated cases, there
may be several such modes. Counterpropagating
edge modes can also be realized in single-layer
systems (Fig. 4B).
For n = ±1/m, the two counterpropagating
edge modes may be gapped when they are both
coupled either to a superconductor or to a ferromagnet (Fig. 4). In the two-layer case, the superconductor exchanges pairs of electrons with the
two layers, one electron with each layer, whereas the ferromagnet scatters an electron from one
layer to the other. In more complicated cases,
there may be other ways to gap the edges, even
with no superconductivity present. If different
regions of the edge are gapped by different mechanisms, zero modes may appear at the interfaces between these regions. For m = 1, these are
Majorana fermion
zero modes, with quantum
pﬃﬃﬃ
dimension 2. For the fractional case m > 1, the
emerging
anyons have a larger quantum dimenpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sion of 2m. In these cases, the regions on the
edge that are coupled to superconductors form
“superconducting quantum wires” and are otherwise surrounded by an insulating bulk. Their
charge is then quantized modulo the charge of a
Cooper pair. The quantization unit is the elementary charge of the surrounding medium,
which is 1/m of the electron charge, resulting in
2m possible charge values.
The non-Abelian anyons that are realized on
the gapped edges of Abelian quantum Hall systems may be braided using operations of the form
outlined in Fig. 2. The unitary transformations
that are realized by such braiding are richer than
those realized by Majorana fermions. Unfortunately, these systems do not allow for universal quantum computation; however, they are robust to
electronic noise and allow all Clifford operations
to be performed using braiding. The precise computational potential of the non-Abelian anyons
on edges of Abelian quantum Hall states has not
yet been fully explored (47).
With respect to universal quantum computation, the most powerful anyons may be realized in the fractional quantum Hall effect
(FQHE), in particular for states in the Landau
level range of 2 < n < 4. The non-Abelian anyons
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in this system are fractionally charged quasiparticles. Despite the differences between these
and the systems described above in the context of Majorana fermions, there are similarities in the path that may lead to the formation
of non-Abelian anyons. In both systems, the
interaction between electrons leads to states
that may be viewed as a Bose-Einstein condensate. For superconductors, the condensed particles are Cooper pairs composed of two electrons
each. For non-Abelian FQHE states, the condensed bosons are clusters of k electrons, with
k + 2 magnetic flux quanta attached. The attached flux transmutes the electrons into Abelian
anyons, and k of these anyons form the boson that
condenses. The resulting state is a candidate state
for Landau level fillings of n = L+ [2/(k + 2)] and
n = L + [k/(k + 2)], where L is the number of
filled inert Landau levels. On the basis of numerical analysis, the most likely range of fillings
where these states may be energetically favorable
to other states has L = 2. These states are usually
referred to as the Moore-Read state (for k = 2) (1)
and the Read-Rezayi states (for k ≥ 3) (48).
Similar to Majorana fermions, Moore-Read
non-Abelian quasiparticles
(1) have the quantum
pﬃﬃﬃ
dimension of 2. For the Read-Rezayi states, the
fractional statistics of the k anyons makes the
counting of the ground states quite complicated.
Briefly, the quantum dimension of the resulting
non-Abelian anyons is 2 cos[p/(k + 2)], which is
not a square root of an integer. The transformations implemented when the non-Abelian anyons
of k ≠ 2 or 4 are braided are rich enough to enable
a universal set of quantum gates.
Numerical and experimental evidence (Fig.
3E) supports the identification of the n = 5/2 state
as a Moore-Read state (49–52). Experimental
investigation of states with k ≥ 3 has so far been
hindered by their fragility, reflected in a small
energy gap and strong sensitivity to disorder.
The non-Abelian anyons realized by fractionally charged quasiparticles in FQHE states are fullfledged quantum dynamical degrees of freedom, in
contrast to those realized by zero modes confined to
vortices or interfaces between phases. This difference is reflected in the way of measuring the
fusion outcome of two anyons. For a pair of zero
modes at two ends of a superconducting wire, the
outcome can be measured by interfering a vortex
around the superconductor and then measuring the
phase shift induced by the Aharonov-Casher effect
(53). In contrast, for the FQHE anyons, qubit measurements can be carried out by interfering the
anyons themselves (54–56). We note that the unitary transformations required for topological
quantum computing can be simulated using only
measurements of fusion outcomes (instead of
performing braiding operations) (57).
Outlook
The field of topological quantum computation is
in its infancy. On the experimental side, there has
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been substantial recent progress in the study of
systems that host Majorana fermions. So far, this
study has mostly attempted to demonstrate the
existence of these Majorana fermions. In the near
future, one may expect further experiments aimed
at nailing down the identification of these systems as non-Abelian, together with the development of methods to control, manipulate, and
braid the anyons. Concurrently, one may expect
experimental attempts to form hybrids of topological and nontopological qubits. These experiments will surely benefit from detailed theoretical
modeling of the experimental systems. Future
theoretical studies will hopefully propose novel
non-Abelian systems that could be realized experimentally. These studies will benefit from an
ongoing effort to classify non-Abelian states and
explore the underlying mathematical structures.
On the quantum computer science front, much
remains to be understood regarding the computational power of various types of non-Abelian
systems. Future studies may refine the distinction
between universal and nonuniversal quantum
computation, and distinguish between more and
less powerful schemes for nonuniversal quantum
computation.
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